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No.WLL-18/ General-2010/50       dated: 09/11/2012 
 

To, 
1. All  CGMs Telecom Circles/Metro districts, BSNL 
2. CGM ITPC Pune 
3. Nodal Officers B&CCS/CDMA WIN 
4. Sr. GM(S&M-CM) BSNL C.O. New Delhi 

 
Sub.:- Implementation of DOT guidelines in CAF for CDMA mobile 
                                                                   

1. Some circles have telephonically sought clarification about applicability of the 
DOT instructions on verification of new mobile subscriber issued vide letter 
no. 800-09/20010-VAS dtd. 09.08.2012 on BSNL CDMA. It is clarified that the 
instruction issued by DOT and subsequently letters issued by NWO-GSM Cell 
of BSNL C.O. vides number MOB-27/CAF-2012/ dtd. 16.10.12 & 5.11.12 & 
MOB-27/CAF-2012/99 dtd. 30.10.3012 (avail on intranet) is also applicable for 
CDMA mobile service. 
 

2. Accordingly ITPC circle/B&CCS zones /CDMA zones (WIN) shall take 
necessary action as required. 
 
 

3. S&M-CM Cell of BSNL C.O. shall make available the new CAF as per DOT 
instructions. 
 

4. WIN Banglore have suggested technical process for implementation of DOT 
guidelines the same may be followed provisionally (Enclosed as annexure).In 
this regard all circles shall configure 1507 in respective MSC as suggested by 
WIN Banglore. 

 
 This is issued with the approval of competent authority. 
      Sd/- 

 (M. S. Chitra) 
AGM (WLL) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Annexure 

          

Technical procedure for verification of new CDMA mobile subscriber as suggested by 

WIN Banglore 

Verification of New mobile subscribers as per the new guidelines Creations for Prepaid 

1. All the pre created numbers OG bared in MSC without WIN trigger, Deleted in 

SMSC and PDSN / For Unpaired RUIM which are not pre-created can be created by 

entering CAF in  Sancharsoft in turn to B&CCS for creation in MSC with OG barred 

status without WIN trigger. 

2. Customer will be able to call Emergency free numbers only. 

3. 1507 also should be added in this category in MSC. 

4. Now customer will be able to call 1507. 

5. Once CAF verified there should be provision in sancharsoft for pushing the CAF to 

B&CCS and WIN immediately. 

6. Number creation for WIN by sancharsoft should be done in the normal Process. 

7. When CAF is received @ B&CCS , B&CCS should Allow OG Calls as in normal 

prepaid with win trigger and create in SMSC and PDSN as prepaid. 

 

Creations for Postpaid 

1. CAF is entered through Sancharsoft and send to B&CCS 

2. Numbers is created it should be created as OG bared in MSC. 

3. Customer will be able to call Emergency free numbers only. 

4. 1507 also should be added in this category in MSC. 

5. Now customer will be able to call 1507. 

6. Once CAF verified, Sancharsoft will update the same to B&CCS and OG Calls as 

enquired in the plan will be allowed,and creation for SMAC and PDSN will be done 

as required in the plan. 

Note : In the above cases Call can be made through ITC cards. Or MSC should be able to bar 

ITC calls for OG barded numbers in mobile level (ie.. 918 levels and MNP levels), This is not 

tested. 

 

 


